Haig receives approval from Senate committee

By LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted 15-2 yesterday to recommend Senate confirmation of Alexander M. Haig to be secretary of state, despite question raised by some senators about his role in the Watergate scandal.

Haig, one of the more controversial presidential candidates, would be certain to be confirmed by the full Senate Thursday, the day after Reagan is inaugurated.

The two committee members who voted against Haig's nomination were Sens. Paul S. Sarbanes, D-Md., and Paul E. Tsongas, D-Mass.

Tsongas praised the former White House aide as a capable, intelligent, tough, pragmatic with a sense of history and a knack of retaining his options, and predicted he would "abolishly dominate this administration."

But Tsongas said he opposed Haig's confirmation because of the risks involved, "the risks inherent in having all those enormous skills not properly focused by a dominant sense of moral purpose. The risk of expediency, despising the other side; -

For LaFortune

University allocates funds

By PAUL MULLANEY
Editor-in-Chief

The University allocated $30,000 last Friday to begin renovation of the LaFortune Ballroom. The funding will be used to construct a new second floor to convert the second floor into a combination of a lounge and club space.

The phase of the renovation plan will call for new furniture, new lighting, new equipment and new acoustical equipment. The cost of the renovation is expected to be $35,000. The goal of the renovation plan is to provide a new second floor to convert the second floor into a combination of a lounge and club space.

Seven students homeless

Arson becomes OC worry

By JOHN M. BINGGS

Off-campus student news service serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.
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Six students homeless

Arson becomes OC worry

By JOHN M. BINGGS

Off-campus student news service serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

The residents of this St. Louis Street house were the victims of arson over semester break. Burglars set the blaze, according to Notre Dame fire officials. (Photo by John Mauer.)

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter administration received a new Iranian message yesterday on terrorism. The message, which was described as substantive, was not made public.

Asterisks indicate untranscribed text.
Letters from lonely gods

A federal judge in Alexandria, La., refused yesterday to find a state judge in contempt for rulings that defied desegregation order, and the defense lawyer said he would object to three white girls in an integrated school. U.S. District Judge Nauma Scott said he would allow the three girls to attend all-white Buckeye High School until the semester's end, and then send them to another white high school. Scott ordered the three girls and their lawyers to attend the school's last summer session. Their parents' phone calls to keep them in the Buckeye School led to a confrontation between Scott and state Judge Richard Lee. Scott announced a 14-day campaign of discipline, which would begin in June, and Lee then scheduled a closed session, denying objections by prosecutors and lawyers in his office. Both the Justice Department and Lee agreed to the campaign to avoid a possible conflict of interest. "I suppose this would be an example of our mes­ sengers of a divine trinity of books from three different places," said Lee, who is a Methodist. "We received a couple letters the other day from God himself, but that's why I'm here today."

We have here a letter from the messiah, or at least a letter from a human being -- mine. "The spirit of Bishop Sheen came forward, his departed spirit in my body. I will always remember his surprise to know his spirit was in the body of another human being -- mine. We waited for another boy, and it then I realized his essence -- as he was called by my father -- that his spirit was in me, as that source. Bishop Sheen smiles at me! My face."

Eugene's earthly body apparently has also played host to the likes of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. Eugene quotes Kerouac in saying upon recognizing his bodymate: "Mmmmm, here I am in a white man's body, Mmmmm. He concludes that Rev. King did not "yet" have "the capability of GOD."

In his synopsis of this strange occurrence, Eugene tells us how the devil sometimes hugs him, but "that's why I'm here today."

Perhaps the most well-rounded and far-reaching of his concerns is a statement to the effect that California is a theory. "I am a man's talent beyond the earth's realm." He signs off with: "This is it, The Word, according to the Father, Son and Comforter of the Holy Ghost, forever and ever, amen." The conclusion bears the signature: "A letter is that pride is man's downfall, and the "big important" people of the world are of secondary concern to God. Peace has other concerns too. In his role as prophet, Peace has declared that "Kente State was the burning point, not only in the Viet Nam War, but in the struggle of good against evil in the epoch of all time." Thus, Peace declares that he is a subject from Blanket Hill at Kent State, "or other apparent source" on July 4, 1981. The speech will take place late at noon and last "about 20 minutes." "This last fact" that he can once for all capture the struggle of good against evil in 20 minutes. "The content of this letter is that pride is man's downfall, and the "big important" people of the world are of secondary concern to God."
Sacred Heart commemorates Dooley

The 20th anniversary of the death of Dr. Tom Dooley, whose medical work in Laos and Vietnam in the late 1950’s brought him international fame, will be commemorated Sunday at 12:15 p.m. in a Sacred Heart Church liturgy.

The campus observance will be part of a worldwide effort to pay tribute to the Notre Dame alumnus who resigned in 1956 as a Navy doctor serving in Indochina and founded Medico. This independent, non-profit medical organization provided health care in remote areas in Southeast Asia, and Dooley himself raised almost $2 million as well as overseeing the establishment of 17 hospitals in 12 underdeveloped countries.

With the late Dr. Albert Schweitzer as his mentor, Dooley was able to cross cultural barriers and save the lives of countless Asians. President John F. Kennedy, who awarded Dooley a posthumous Congressional Medal, said his example inspired the founding of the Peace Corps. A 1948 graduate, Dooley died January 18, 1961, after a two-year struggle with cancer, and his famous deathbed remembrances of Notre Dame are read by thousands of visitors each year to the Grotto on campus.

Other events honoring Dooley’s memory are scheduled for Honolulu, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and his hometown of St. Louis, Mo., where the requiem Mass will be said by Rev. Maynard Kegler, American promoter of canonization for Dooley.

W.H.C. sponsors fast

By DIANE DIRKERS
Staff Report

Students once again have the opportunity to sign up for the Wednesday lunch fast, sponsored by the World Hunger Coalition.

The W.H.C. objective is to aid the world’s poverty and hunger stricken nations. The fast, the group’s greatest fund raiser, has been increasingly successful since its formation in 1975, according to Anne Flynn, one of four student W.H.C. directors.

Last year, the fast raised over $20,000, all of which was dispersed directly to projects all around the world. Eleven thousand dollars collected last semester is now on its way to impoverished people. Over 1300 ND/SMC students participated in the first semester fast with a surprisingly low percentage breaking their original commitments to abstain from Wednesday lunches.

"Only a few hundred students eventually break their fast," Lou Reischmeider, W.H.C. director, commented.

Flynn and Reischmeider both stressed that the money raised goes directly to impoverished nations.

"We don’t go through middlemen," Flynn emphasized. "The people who receive our funds are natives of those countries. We are actually giving the people a chance to help themselves."

Six projects — four in India, one in South Africa and one in Bangladesh — continuously receive W.H.C. funds.

Flynn said the Indian projects consist of Indian natives who train villagers in survival skills, such as agriculture, irrigation, and health care. These villagers then return to their respective villages and pass on the knowledge gained. The W.H.C. receives regular progress reports — a system which insures the correct appropriation of funds.

By signing up for the fast, students invalidate their dining hall cards for Wednesday lunches. SAGA food service then donates 75 cents to the W.H.C. for meals missed. If the fast is broken, subsequent meals will not be credited to the W.H.C.

Sunday Masses at Sacred Heart Church
5:15 pm Sat Rev. Robert Griffin, csc
9:00 am Sun Rev. John Melloh, SM
10:30 am Sun Rev. Dan Jenky, csc
12:15 pm Sun Rev. Austin Fleming
7:15 pm Vespers Rev. Dan Jenky, csc

A COUNTRY WIFE
by William Wycherley

guest director: FRANK CANINO
ALL ARE WELCOME

friday 16 washington hall 7pm
saturday 17 o’laughlin aud 1pm
Fr. David Schlaver has been appointed director of Campus Ministry. (See related story to the right)

Replaces Toohey
Ministry selects new director

By SUE KELLEHER
Staff Reporter

Prevost Timothy O'Meara recently announced that Rev. David E. Schlaver, C.S.C., will assume the position of director of Campus Ministry at Notre Dame. Fr. Schlaver replaces Rev. William A. Toohey, C.S.C., who died last Oct. 15.

"Fr. Schlaver's training and experience in pastoral theology, his service as a rector, his background in campus ministry and student affairs, his doctoral work in educational administration has recommended him for the position. I feel confident that Fr. Schlaver will build on the ministerial foundation laid by Fr. Toohey in articulating the Christian message effectively in the changing secular milieu of the 1980s," O'Meara commented.

Acting Director Rev. John Fitzgerald, C.S.C., spoke in behalf of Campus Ministry, saying the staff was delighted that Fr. Schlaver accepted the position.

According to Fr. Fitzgerald, the search for a new director entailed a lengthy process. A search committee consisting of Fr. Fitzgerald, Fr. Edward Malloy, C.S.C., Sister Judith Maguire, director of Volunteer Services and Sister Veronica Grieschold conducted the survey. Interviews addressed the crucial pastoral needs of the 1980s, as well as the inherent skills and talents required of a director.

As director of campus ministry, Fr. Schlaver will report directly to Rev. John Van Werven, C.S.C., vice-president of student affairs, and the provost.

... Funds
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RIVER CITY RECORDS announces the 1st annual
SNOW WHAT SALE

Bruce Springsteen tickets still on sale at River City Records!

for Notre Dame & Saint Mary's students, faculty & staff
with i.d. — and only at the North store

ALL REGULAR ALBUMS AND TAPES $1.00 OFF!
NO LIMIT! no coupons necessary

River City Records is owned and operated by recent nd graduates... thank you for your continued support!

All blank tapes $1.00 off (tdk, maxell, memorex)
All posters $1.00 off (thousands of large & small posters for sale! We cleaned out the back room after 3 1/2 years)
$3.00 off discwashers
$1.00 off record crates
Oldie singles $ .75/15 for $10.00
Selected cut-outs 2 for 1

RIVER CITY RECORDS
Northern Indiana's Largest selection of albums and tapes and at lowest prices!

SALE HOURS:
    thurs, Jan 15 10-10
    fri, jan 16 10-midnight
    sat, Jan 17 10-midnight
    sun, Jan 18 10-10

50970 U.S. 31 North — 3 miles North of campus
next to a A1's supermarket
277-4747

Earn your private pilots license
this semester
at Michiana Regional Airport
in Piper Aircraft

For details call Bob Mihlbaugh at 8171

---

Having an Affair?
-- Make it special with a live DJ

JIM DALY -- mobile sound service
featuring a wide variety of rock,
adult contemporary, oldies, and disco.
Specializing in Hall Formats, Parties Etc.
On campus -- for details call 2255

---

THE ND STUDENT UNION AND SUNSHINE PROMOTIONS PROUDLY PRESENTS BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

MONDAY, JANUARY 26th, 8:00 P.M.
NOTRE DAME ATHLETIC & CONVOCATION CENTER
ALL SEATS RESERVED $11.00 - $10.50 - $10.00
Tickets on sale now at: A.C.C. Box Office; Robertson's, South Bend & Concord Mall; First Bank, Main Branch; St. Joe Bank, Main Branch; Elkhart Truth; Suspended Chord, Elkhart; all three River City Outlets including Michigan City, Record Land, Benton Harbor; JR's, LaPorte; Butterfly, Warsaw, Corna and Plainfield in Fort Wayne.
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Fr. David Schlaver has been appointed director of Campus Ministry. (See related story to the right)
Mock Inaugural is a fitting occasion

By MICHAEL ONUFRAK

In keeping with the Notre Dame Saint Mary's tradition of mock conventions and mock elections, The Observer editorial department will sponsor a Mock Inaugural to coincide with the Real Inaugural on this same Tuesday. The gala will be held in conjunction with the local chapter of the Young Republicans.

In keeping with the Republican pattern of attacking the government, the Mock Inaugural will be held in the Capital Center to be simulcast with the local chapter of the Young Republicans.

The gala will be held in conjunction with the local chapter of the Young Republicans.

By Tom Jackman

For the next several days (Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday), anyone who wanted to enter a lottery for tickets would go to the Student Union Ticket Office and fill out a form similar to those that were filled out at Stepan. It would ask for name, ID number, number of tickets desired (up to four), where the concert was announced to SMC community on December 2. For the next three days (Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday), anyone who wanted to enter a lottery for tickets would go to the Student Union Ticket Office and fill out a form similar to those that were filled out at Stepan. It would ask for name, ID number, number of tickets desired (up to four), where

The three problems mentioned above would have been avoided had a system like this been used. The study day would not have to be used at all, the entire process would have been computerized, and the entire student body could have picked to hold a potential future lottery. No one would have to wait until the next time at Stepan Center, or anywhere else for that matter, no one would have had to worry about the seats, except (maybe) those people who had already entered the computer. Finally, a person's patience would be tested no more than in any other extended lottery, (e.g. room picks, basketball tickets), the only thing involved here would be luck.

The method described above could be used for small and large lotteries. It could be quickly and fairly implemented. The problem was the time for the next concert lottery, in fact, and most important of all, it would be very easy to change the system to handling the one lottery that we're speaking of.

The Young Republicans, who had been sponsoring the Mock Inaugural since break began last December, had designed their own system to study the problem.

The Young Republicans, who had been sponsoring the Mock Inaugural since break began last December, had designed their own system to study the problem.

Tells us that the mock festivities might be "a drag" with Mock administration making appointments to a mock cabinet, writing position papers like mock inflation and unemployment, and even conducting some mock foreign policy.

"The Mock Transition has been a mock success," Hawk stated. "We've solved as many problems and created as little confusion as the real transition going on in Washington."

When asked what the possibility of the mock administration getting the nation involved in a mock war, Hawk said he couldn't guarantee anything.

If you would like to attend the Mock Inaugural—not only the mock balls, but also the mock parade and mock swearing in—you must be invited. Mock invitations are being issued to the selected Notre Dame—Saint Mary's political elite at a begrudging rate.

"We're issuing tickets based on voting records from the Mock election," said Sheila Clothroad, Mock assistant to the president for inaugural invitations. "In cases where voting records measure up, but there simply aren't enough tickets to go around, we will be issuing questionnaires regarding abortion and gun control to help determine who is invited and who stays out."
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**Peanuts**

**Charles Schulz**

**SCHOOL PRAYER WORKS, MARCIE!**

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**

1 Those opposed
20 Supporters
29 "You — you eat"
38 Clay
47 Eager
56 Soul: Father
65 A Great Way of Life
76 Explore Johnson
85 Make a scene
94 Aerial
103 Mideast title
112 Moral
121 Nature of a group
130 Deserted
140 Starfish: abbrev.
150 Abbr.
160 Miss Ley at all
170 Theater sign
180 Exciting
190 Aerial
200 isle
town
210 Maryland
220 Explorer
230 Miss Loy
240 Explorer
250 Maryland
260 Explorer
270 Member of the air force
280 Explorer
290 Member of the air force
300 Explorer
310 Member of the air force
320 Explorer
330 Explorer
340 Explorer
350 Explorer
360 Explorer
370 Explorer
380 Explorer
390 Explorer
400 Explorer
410 Explorer
420 Explorer
430 Explorer
440 Explorer
450 Explorer
460 Explorer
470 Explorer
480 Explorer
490 Explorer
500 Explorer
510 Explorer
520 Explorer
530 Explorer
540 Explorer
550 Explorer
560 Explorer
570 Explorer
580 Explorer
590 Explorer
600 Explorer
610 Explorer
620 Explorer
630 Explorer
640 Explorer
650 Explorer
660 Explorer
670 Explorer
680 Explorer
690 Explorer
700 Explorer
710 Explorer
720 Explorer
730 Explorer
740 Explorer
750 Explorer
760 Explorer
770 Explorer
780 Explorer
790 Explorer
800 Explorer
810 Explorer
820 Explorer
830 Explorer
840 Explorer
850 Explorer
860 Explorer
870 Explorer
880 Explorer
890 Explorer
900 Explorer
910 Explorer
920 Explorer
930 Explorer
940 Explorer
950 Explorer
960 Explorer
970 Explorer
980 Explorer
990 Explorer
1000 Explorer

**DOWN**

1 Fruit drink
2 de plume
3 One who betrays
4 Gets ejected
5 Shiner
6 Impulse
7 Reject a person
8 National judge
9 Illness
10 Disease
11 Liquid
12 Enrich
13 Eject
14 Enrich
15 Eject
16 Eject
17 Eject
18 Eject
19 Eject
20 Eject
21 Eject
22 Eject
23 Eject
24 Eject
25 Eject
26 Eject
27 Eject
28 Eject
29 Eject
30 Eject
31 Eject
32 Eject
33 Eject
34 Eject
35 Eject
36 Eject
37 Eject
38 Eject
39 Eject
40 Eject
41 Eject
42 Eject
43 Eject
44 Eject
45 Eject
46 Eject
47 Eject
48 Eject
49 Eject
50 Eject
51 Eject
52 Eject
53 Eject
54 Eject
55 Eject
56 Eject
57 Eject
58 Eject
59 Eject
60 Eject
61 Eject
62 Eject
63 Eject
64 Eject
65 Eject
66 Eject
67 Eject
68 Eject
69 Eject
70 Eject
71 Eject
72 Eject
73 Eject
74 Eject
75 Eject
76 Eject
77 Eject
78 Eject
79 Eject
80 Eject
81 Eject
82 Eject
83 Eject
84 Eject
85 Eject
86 Eject
87 Eject
88 Eject
89 Eject
90 Eject
91 Eject
92 Eject
93 Eject
94 Eject
95 Eject
96 Eject
97 Eject
98 Eject
99 Eject
100 Eject

**FRIDAY**

11 Liquid
12 Word
13 Enrich
14 Eject
15 Eject
16 Eject
17 Eject
18 Eject
19 Eject
20 Eject
21 Eject
22 Eject
23 Eject
24 Eject
25 Eject
26 Eject
27 Eject
28 Eject
29 Eject
30 Eject
31 Eject
32 Eject
33 Eject
34 Eject
35 Eject
36 Eject
37 Eject
38 Eject
39 Eject
40 Eject
41 Eject
42 Eject
43 Eject
44 Eject
45 Eject
46 Eject
47 Eject
48 Eject
49 Eject
50 Eject
51 Eject
52 Eject
53 Eject
54 Eject
55 Eject
56 Eject
57 Eject
58 Eject
59 Eject
60 Eject
61 Eject
62 Eject
63 Eject
64 Eject
65 Eject
66 Eject
67 Eject
68 Eject
69 Eject
70 Eject
71 Eject
72 Eject
73 Eject
74 Eject
75 Eject
76 Eject
77 Eject
78 Eject
79 Eject
80 Eject
81 Eject
82 Eject
83 Eject
84 Eject
85 Eject
86 Eject
87 Eject
88 Eject
89 Eject
90 Eject
91 Eject
92 Eject
93 Eject
94 Eject
95 Eject
96 Eject
97 Eject
98 Eject
99 Eject
100 Eject

**Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:**

11 Liquid
12 Word
13 Enrich
14 Eject
15 Eject
16 Eject
17 Eject
18 Eject
19 Eject
20 Eject
21 Eject
22 Eject
23 Eject
24 Eject
25 Eject
26 Eject
27 Eject
28 Eject
29 Eject
30 Eject
31 Eject
32 Eject
33 Eject
34 Eject
35 Eject
36 Eject
37 Eject
38 Eject
39 Eject
40 Eject
41 Eject
42 Eject
43 Eject
44 Eject
45 Eject
46 Eject
47 Eject
48 Eject
49 Eject
50 Eject
51 Eject
52 Eject
53 Eject
54 Eject
55 Eject
56 Eject
57 Eject
58 Eject
59 Eject
60 Eject
61 Eject
62 Eject
63 Eject
64 Eject
65 Eject
66 Eject
67 Eject
68 Eject
69 Eject
70 Eject
71 Eject
72 Eject
73 Eject
74 Eject
75 Eject
76 Eject
77 Eject
78 Eject
79 Eject
80 Eject
81 Eject
82 Eject
83 Eject
84 Eject
85 Eject
86 Eject
87 Eject
88 Eject
89 Eject
90 Eject
91 Eject
92 Eject
93 Eject
94 Eject
95 Eject
96 Eject
97 Eject
98 Eject
99 Eject
100 Eject

**Your budding career can blossom as an Air Force nurse**

In fact, the Air Force is so concerned that your career blossom properly, we are offering an Internship Program to help you fine tune your newly learned skills. If you are interested in an annual starting salary of $14,300 and advancement to a minimum of $21,900 in just 3 years plus many other personal and professional opportunities contact: Jay J. Beam at 317-269-6377 Collect 6 South Pennsylvania Ave. Indianapolis, IN 46204

**Air Force... A Great Way of Life**

**Urban Plunge follow-up**

One of the requirements for the Urban Plunge, the follow-up session will be held Sunday, Jan 18 at 7:30 p.m in the Memorial Library Auditorium. Students who made the Plunge are requested to meet at this time. Faculty and resource persons will conduct brief presentations, small group meetings will follow.

**The Observer**

**Weekend**
Practice for Bengal Bouts will begin Monday at 4 p.m. in the boxing room. The Bengal Bouts are scheduled for March 1, 4 and 7.

A testimonial dinner honoring retiring Notre Dame football coach Dan Devine and his wife, Jo, will be held Feb. 11 at the Athletic and Convocation Center. The Rev. Edmund Joyce, executive vice president of the university, will be master of ceremonies. Vince Dooley, head coach at the University of Georgia, will represent the American Football Coaches Association at the dinner. All letter winners from Devine’s six Irish teams and all of his former assistant coaches also have been invited.

A mandatory meeting for anyone interested in playing varsity lacrosse this spring will be held today at 4:30 p.m. in the ACC auditorium. Contact Coach Rich O’Leary at 4563 for more information.

Bob Gibson was the only player elected yesterday to the major league baseball Hall of Fame. The five-time 20-game winner with the St. Louis Cardinals during the 1960s was named on 337 of 401 ballots 36 more than the minimum. Former Los Angeles Dodger pitcher Don Drysdale was second with 265 votes. Mike Cuellar of the Baltimore Orioles was third with 263. Gibson had a 260-155 record and won the 1968 World Series against the St. Louis Cardinals.

Kevin Humphreys has scored six goals and 29 assists with Kirt Bjork, Jeff Logan and Dave Poulin for the lead in scoring with 22 points apiece. Humphreys had an impressive rookie outing with a 23-5 record and the Irish constant in the 1980 nationals. Daly also finished second in the 1980 Great Lakes Championships with a 1-7-2 mark. Fighting for the third spot are senior Jim Guckinhan (9-6) and Scott Rutherford who is making the switch from foil to epee. Others in contention for the third spot are Beau Joe and Chuck Kozeloski. Irish coaching aid Tom Collins feels that epee will be Notre Dame’s strongest weapon.

Coach Bill Kica’s women’s team also will be in action this weekend. The Irish women finished at 11-2 last year and are returning six fencers from a team that took second at the Great Lakes Championships in 1980. Sophomore captain Susan Valdiserri leads an experienced and talented squad. Valdiserri finished her initial season with a 21-13 record. Liz Bathon, 30-10 and a third place finisher at the Great Lakes, along with junior Marcella Landorf, Kathy McCann and Denise Hardman, rounded out the top fencers for the women. Newcomer Chaison Dunn will also be trying for a spot.

The Belles of St. Mary’s, under coach Greg Meulter, also begin their season this weekend. Saint Mary’s returns all of their starters from a team that went 7-4 last year. Sharon Moore, 28-10 in 1980, captains the young St. Mary’s squad. Among the top returnees are Michele Strohman, Ann Hendrick and Eileen Mondie. Also returning to the squad after a year of study in Rome is junior Twila Kitchin. Kitchin posted a mark of 23-18 in her freshman season with the Belles and should hold down one of the top spots.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax-free. How do you qualify? You must have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer. Scholarships are available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those who are majoring in selected technical and nontechnical academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 monthly tax-free allowance just like the scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details.

Contact Capt. Gottrich
(283-6635)
For More Information

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax-free. How do you qualify? You must have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer. Scholarships are available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those who are majoring in selected technical and nontechnical academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 monthly tax-free allowance just like the scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details.

Contact
Capt. Gottrich
(283-6635)
For More Information
Irish women aim for 500

By CRAIG CHVAL

Sports Writer

A game changing its tail. That's what Notre Dame women's basketball coach Mary D'Amato must think she's watching when she sees the cruel tricks the women's collegiate basketball world is playing on her Fighting Irish squad.

Notre Dame will try to reach the 500 mark for the fourth time this season when the Irish put their 5- record on the line against Miami (Ohio) and Illinois-Chicago this weekend.
The Redkins and Irish will tangle immediately following the Notre Dame-Hofstra men's game Saturday afternoon, and The Circle will pay its first-ever visit to the ACC Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

It should be noted, though, that the Irish have been guilty of contributory negligence on at least a few occasions while they have been flirting with the break-even mark. They took one step close to 500 Wednesday night with a 77-71 victory over Butler, but it wasn't pretty. Notre Dame led 40-23 at the half, but the Lady Trojans clawed back in to the contest, and were as close as three points late in the game, coming within 48-45 of the Irish.
The game itself was a microcosm of Notre Dame's recent up-and-down road trip, but with seven of the next eight games slated for the ACC, D'Amato hopes to build on a momentum gaining win.

The Redskins are coming off their best season ever, but that collective sigh of relief came from Notre Dame's finest hour, which won't be coming around with 6-9 center Deb Grushon. The Redskins' leading scorer last week, Grushon has been held out of action in just five games this winter while battling an ankle injury.

After an 82-57 thrashing of Mid-American Conference rival Toledo Wednesday night, Miami will bring a 7-10 record into the ACC for its initial clash with the Irish. Carol Bruning, a 5-8 swingman, has picked up some of Grushon's scoring slack, averaging 11.2 points per game to lead the squad. Bruning is the only Redkins averaging in double figures, but four other players -- Kris Livingston, Sandy Gibson, Mary Ann Myers and Amy Cooley -- score better than eight points per game.

DeCicco had his squad report back to South Bend on January 10 to begin two days of practice in preparation for this week's opener. The Irish lost their number one men in each weapon from the 1980 squad to graduation but return the numbers two and three in each.

In solo, senior Ray Benson returns as captain. Benson compiled a 2:03.3 record last season. Along with Benson, junior Jim Thompson who posted a 2:16.6 record as a sophomore and second year man Marc de Jong (1:57.7) round out the top half men. Making up the balance of the top four teams are Junior Jaime Colley, Capo, seniors Jim Sullivan, Farique Smolare.

Experienced fencers to open tomorrow at Tri-State

By TOM VALDISERRI

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame fencing squad opened its 1981 fencing season on the road this Saturday at Tri-State. The Irish will be facing Cleveland State, Purdue, Wisconsin-Parkside and Tri-State. Although the Irish were easily over these opponents in 1980 by the score of 18-0, 19-8, 22- 5, 24-3 respectively, Head Coach Mike DeCicco is not taking them lightly. "Cleveland State is among the top five fencing schools in the Midwest," says DeCicco. "They have three great fencers, one of them, Carlo Sangini, won the 1980 National Championship in epee," he adds.

"We played great ball for five weeks," said Phelps, "but we didn't play well at all in the two (tournaments) we were still in the game, though, which was encouraging. Right now we need some rest." All-America forward Kelly Tripucka leads the Irish in scoring (16.5 ppg), rebounding (7.6 rpg), and free throw percentage (.823) to date. Senior classmates Orlando Wooldridge (11.5 ppg) and Tracy Czech (9.4 ppg) add to the supply much of the scoring punch, while sophomore John Pasquale (9.4 ppg) has adapted well to the playmaker role and handed out 61 assists.

"Kelly's playing very well right now," Digger remarked. "He didn't shoot well the other night (against USF), but the same guy's just not gonna do it every time."

"What we've got to work on," he said, "is the defense. I think and defense broke down against Marquette and San Francisco. We didn't do the things on defense in those games that we did with Kentucky and Indiana. Phelps expects Hofstra to put plenty of defensive pressure on the Irish. They'll press full-court, three-quarter court, trap press -- they'll be all over us," he predicted.

The only previous encounter between Notre Dame and Hofstra occurred four years ago in a first-round NCAA playoff game in Philadelphia won by the Irish 90-83. Senior linebacker Harwell DuChesnay's leading scunt at 21.6 points per game, in a standout at for- ward. The 6-8 Harwell transferred to the Long Island school from Cincinnati but was the most con- ference's top rookie in 1978-79. 6-8 David Taylor, Harvery's leading scorer on the team with 21.4 points per contest, made his debut as a freshman. The Hoosiers entered the field and turned into the奇纳's second-longest losing streak in seven years with Tuesday's overtime defeat by San Fran- cisco.

Sports Writer

The month of February -- the most crucial period in college basketball -- has fallen early this year for the Notre Dame hockey team.

The Irish embark upon a two-week, make-or-break home stand tonight and tomorrow when the Western Collegiate Hockey Association's defending conference champions, North Dakota, visit The Circle in Chicago last winter.

"This is a crucial period for us," Smith said. "We are in the posture of controlling or own destiny and can help ourselves with a good performance."

"If we don't fare well, we could find ourselves in the doghouse early, and this conference really means a lot to a team of our stature."

"We've got the talent, but we've got to put it together," Smith said. "It's time for us to get to the next level."

"All A m erica forw ard Kelly "

For Icers

The time is now

By BRIAN BEGLANE

Sports Writer

The month of February -- the crucial period in college hockey -- has fallen early this year for the Notre Dame hockey team.

The Irish embark upon a two-week, make-or-break home stand tonight and tomorrow when the Western Collegiate Hockey Association's defending conference champions, North Dakota, visit The Circle in Chicago last winter.

"This is a crucial period for us," Smith said. "We are in the posture of controlling or own destiny and can help ourselves with a good performance."

"If we don't fare well, we could find ourselves in the doghouse early, and this conference really means a lot to a team of our stature."

"We've got the talent, but we've got to put it together," Smith said. "It's time for us to get to the next level."

"All A m erica forw ard Kelly Tripucka leads the Irish in scoring (16.5 ppg), rebounding (7.6 rpg), and free throw percentage (.823) to date. Senior classmates Orlando Wooldridge (11.5 ppg) and Tracy Czech (9.4 ppg) add to the supply much of the scoring punch, while sophomore John Pasquale (9.4 ppg) has adapted well to the playmaker role and handed out 61 assists.